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Twice as safe
For seamless order management the Deußen Logistics GmbH relies on the telematics solution PSV3 from TIS.
Despite scanner and radio communication, the telephone still plays a major role.

TRACING OF PACKAGE LEVEL
The same applies to the Transport Management System used by the company Deußen. With a specially programmed
forwarding software the approximately 180 daily distribution routes with more than 2,600 stops are planned and
monitored. It corresponds to six different scanner systems, which register about 40,000 packages individually per
day and - depending on the customer’s wish - are consistently traced.
“Our information technology adapts to the needs and processes of our customers, who who specify and provide the
scanner from case to case,” says Sven Marinesse, who is responsible for controlling.
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Discreet, anonymous, paperless and almost invisible: At Deußen Logistik GmbH these features build the core of
their business strategy. No wonder, hardly anyone knows about the freight forwarding company based in Cologne,
although around 200 to 250 vehicles are on their way every day for the family business. Also there are eleven
regional and distribution centers nationwide as well as four partner sites. The family business founded in 1990 wins
new customers exclusively on recommendation. They come from the fields of domestic and sanitary engineering,
food retail and electrical engineering. References include, among others, the Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH - here
especially the brand Buderus - as well as the company Hagemeyer. For the rest, the company Deußen keep a low
profile when it comes to mentioning of names.
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In 2011, a new project required 80 extremely versatile
and powerful radio-controlled scanners, which in nature
and scope so far neither were owned by the respective
customer nor the company Deußen.
“We needed a robust solution capable of extremely
reliable execution and transmission of large amounts
of scans” Managing Director Ronny Deußen recalls. Desired was a mobile telematics solution that worked both
in the turnover hall, as well as in the truck and did not
require permanent installation in the vehicles. Among
the five selected providers the TIS GmbH from Bocholt
convinced with the solution PVS3® and mobile data
terminals from Motorola of the MC55 and MC95 type.
“TIS was the most flexible supplier for us. The practitioners working there have very quickly understood and
implemented our ideas, in particular the implementation of our enterprise resource planning system, says
Mr. Marinesse and Mr. Deußen adds: “The technical and
logistical expertise of TIS is unequaled.”
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Founded in 1990 Deußen Logistik GmbH
Founded in 1990 Deußen Logistik GmbH
specializes in customized logistics services
specializes in customized logistics services
for household and sanitary engineering,
for household and sanitary engineering,
food retail and electrical engineering.
food retail and electrical engineering.
For each customer needs-based concepts are
For each customer needs-based concepts are
developed, while the jobs can be billed
developed, while the jobs can be billed
according to various criteria. The family
according to various criteria. The family
business led in second generation by Ronny
business led in second generation by Ronny
Deußen defines logistics as “unity of transport
Deußen defines logistics as “unity of transport
and distribution.”
and distribution.”
The underlying belief is that reliable logistics
The underlying belief is that reliable logistics
has a direct influence on additional and
has a direct influence on additional and
subsequent orders.
subsequent orders.

DOUBLE DOCUMENTATION

In this case, the local dispatching during loading decides, which orders must be processed with high priority.
“PVS3® is capable of executing both versions in parallel, which allows a very flexible and individual order management,” says Mr. Deußen. In the future, the system is planned
also to be used for other clients and projects. Other key features
of the TIS solution include the scanning of return shipments and
the integrated management of empty returnable goods. “The
„Themenu
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souseruser„The
menu is so user-friendly that drivers are practically not able to
friendly
that
drivers
are
forget a step,” says Mr. Marinesse.
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This is even more important, because at the company Deußen
each tour is closely monitored and documented. Each shipment
status is scanned at package level, while the actual tour process is recorded by using the GPS receivers built-in the PSV3®
terminals.
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PSV3® is connected directly to the Transport Management System of the Deußen Logistik GmbH. As one of the
special features of the TIS solution orders are assigned to the mobile data terminals in two different ways. “We
either send predisposed tours directly to the related scanner or gather them in a file pool, from which each driver
gets his shipments assigned by dispatching.
In particular, the individual, more than flexible file pool module ensures a high adherence to schedules,” explains
Mr. Deußen.
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PAPERLESS MEMORY
Punctuality counts especially in the delivery to construction sites, which plays a major role for customers of the
HVACR industry. It is often the case that individual destination addresses are not occupied, or returns are not
provided. “Our drivers are often earlier on site than the
craftsmen,” Mr. Marinesse says. In such cases, the driver
immediately informs his dispatcher, who then takes care
of acquiring an order of the customer. “We want to fulfill
our mission in every case,” the controller says.
Each event is archived, which creates a very comprehensive documentation for many customers. “For one
of our customers, each year we collect up to 40,000
deviation messages,” says Mr. Deußen. All data, delivery
slips, contracts or other documents are generally stored
only electronically at the company Deußen. You will not
find a physical archive in the administration offices.
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The TIS GmbH, based in Bocholt, focuses on
The TIS GmbH, based in Bocholt, focuses on
solutions for mobile order management and
solutions for mobile order management and
currently employs a staff of around 40 people.
currently employs a staff of around 40 people.
TIS stands for “Technische InformationssysteTIS stands for “Technische Informationssysteme” (Technical Information Systems) and was
me” (Technical Information Systems) and was
founded 28 years ago by Josef Bielefeld. Based
founded 28 years ago by Josef Bielefeld. Based
on industry PDAs with Windows CE operaon industry PDAs with Windows CE operating systems, TIS has developed various soluting systems, TIS has developed various solutions for transport and logistics (PSV3-TL) untions for transport and logistics (PSV3-TL) under the brand PSV3 with a focus on groupage
der the brand PSV3 with a focus on groupage
freight and full truckload transportation.
freight and full truckload transportation.
PSV3 is a telematics and tracing system for
PSV3 is a telematics and tracing system for
mobile order, vehicle and driver data managemobile order, vehicle and driver data management in full truckload and part-load traffic.
ment in full truckload and part-load traffic.
PSV3 accelerates and optimizes the data exPSV3 accelerates and optimizes the data exchange between the truck and head office. Bechange between the truck and head office. Besides that PSV3-TL is also available in special
sides that PSV3-TL is also available in special
versions for gas and fluid transports (PSV3versions for gas and fluid transports (PSV3GFL) and waste logistics (PSV3-ESL).
GFL) and waste logistics (PSV3-ESL).
All maintenance and repair works are perAll maintenance and repair works are performed in the in-house TIS repair center in
formed in the in-house TIS repair center in
Bocholt. As a special service the company offers
Bocholt. As a special service the company offers
48- or even 24-hour service.
48- or even 24-hour service.
For more information visit www.tis-gmbh.com
For more information visit www.tis-gmbh.com

Significantly fewer data are generated during the
nighttime delivery, which in particular at the company
Deußen has a large share: With numerous recipients
and clients the contract forwarder has therefore defined
fixed receiving depots. The drivers of appropriate customers, generally dressed according to the corporate
design, also have access at night. The benefits are
measurable: “At night there is less interference, which
increases the productivity of each tour and significantly
lowers the cost per delivery stop,” says Mr. Marinesse.
Reason enough for the company Deußen to move now
around 30 to 35 percent of all shipments in the dark.
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A server in the data center of TIS serves as a data hub
and memory. But deviations from the original routes
and scheduling are not only registered with the help of
telematics: in addition the drivers also report by phone
call or SMS whenever changes occur. This redundancy
corresponds to the high quality standards of Deußen
customers. “After all, we are talking about high quality
goods with time-critical deadlines,” Mr. Deußen explains
and adds: “If in delivery logistics something goes wrong,
the personal talk is still the fastest way.”
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